Knight's Circle: Incident Report Types 2014

*Based on incident reports in Records Management System as of 06/11/2015

**Note: Data used for this presentation was comprised from the police departments raw data for the dates analyzed. Due to this the numbers shown in this presentation may be different than what was reported for UCR statistics.

*For 2014 there were a total of 2,519 residents (on average) for Knight’s Circle apartment complex.
**Pointe At Central: Incident Report Types 2014**

*Based on incident reports in Records Management System as of 06/11/2015*

- **Note:** Data used for this presentation was comprised from the police departments raw data for the dates analyzed. Due to this the numbers shown in this presentation may be different than what was reported for UCR statistics.

*For 2014 there were a total of 1,203 residents (on average) for Pointe At Central apartment complex.*